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RAISE YOUR EXPECTATIONS   
The PB series was designed to give a professional solution for the specific 
requirements of the customer.
Lindhaus engineered this accessory like a machine, it is equipped with the 
most sophisticated technical features in the world.
Today, central vac systems, canister vacuums and Back pack vacuum 
cleaners without an electrified socket can be equipped with the PB14e L-ion 
battery power brush to increase efficiency in cleaning textile surfaces.
 
ENGINEERED TO LAST
Long service life and low vibration levels, are achieved with superior 
engineering and precision manufacturing. All rotating components are 
balanced and protected by electronic controls.
 
ELECTRONIC LOGIC
The electronic control is equipped with a soft start to avoid current peaks 
to the battery and motor, protects the motor and transmission from 
overload and assists the operator in adjusting the ideal height of the brush 
according to the type of carpet to be cleaned. If the roller gets stuck, it 
turns off the engine instantly. The rotation speed of 4000 RPM is kept 
constant as the load changes.
The central blue LED indicates the battery charge.
 
DESIGN SUPERIORITY
The sturdy and efficient battery power brush manages to vacuum 
everything that others leave behind. It requires no maintenance of the 
toothed belt, motor and electronics. 
With non-marking rubber tires and an electrical switch position to stop the 
power brush motor, the transition to hard floor saves time and reduces 
airborne dust.

DRY CLEANING SYSTEM
The PB14e L-ion have the built in Lindhaus patented Dry Cleaning System; a 
perfect solution to clean and sanitize carpets and rugs with no risk and 
minimal effort. It scrubs the Lindhaus compound or crystal encapsulation 
system until it penetrates into the fibers reducing bacteria and dust mites. A 
short wait of 20 min. to let the carpet to dry and it can be sucked with the 
same power nozzle.

Input power (W)
Electronic overload control
Electric speed control
Cogged drive belt
Brush speed (RPM)
Brush height adjustement
Quick brush replacement no tools 
Dry Cleaning System
Brush width mm (in)
Suction width mm (in)
Working time (min.)
Battery recharging time (min.)
Insulation class
Total weight included battery Kg (lb.)
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